
A1 - SENSOLOGY SESSION 
It covers the five basic senses (see, hear, touch, smell, taste) but also the movement related sensory systems: the 
vestibular (balance, head movements and gravity) and the proprioceptive (body positions, body mapping and 
planning movements). 
Aim:  

 To awaken the senses  

 To make choices and communicate/ show preferences 

 To begin to gain the understanding of the world around us 

 To encourage spatial awareness 
Teaching points: 

 Quiet environment - minimise distractions 

 Focus on one sense at a time 

 Respond to pupils, follow their lead and copy their exploration, vocalisations  
 
Song to introduce the session (optional): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtL11JXG1mc 
Background music for the session (optional): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7e-GC6oGhg 
Scented Hello.  Put a little bit of scent into a water bottle filled with water and spray it around the 
room. (optional)  
Look in the mirror.   
Give your child a small mirror and encourage them  to look/ make faces into their mirror, recognise 
different features on their face.  
Then, one by one, the senses are worked through. Use one/ 2 contrasting item/s per session for each sense. 

VISION: ‘I have eyes’. Indicate where the eyes are – LOOK! 

 bright torches 

 reflective surfaces such as CDs, shiny materials 

 handheld disco light, light windmill 

 fibre optic, UV light/ paint 

 anything visually appealing 
 

SOUND: ‘I have ears’. Indicate where the ears are – LISTEN! 

 drum/ ocean drum, played quietly, then loud 

 wrist bells, shaker, triangle, harp, meditation bowl 

 scratching corrugated card 
 

SMELL: ‘I have nose.’ Indicate where the nose is – SMELL! 
-strong smells on cotton wool/ spray/ perfume/ scented moisturizer, etc. Use 2 contrasting ones,  encourage your 
child to show preferences/ express likes and dislikes. 

 peppermint oil vs vanilla/ orange 

 lavender vs bergamot 

 lemon vs marzipan 

 different spices/ herbs/ flowers 
 

TASTE: ‘I have mouth.’ Indicate where the mouth is – TASTE! Use 2 contrasting food items, encourage your child to 
show preferences/ express likes and dislikes/ ask for ‘more’. 

 honey or icing sugar vs soy sauce 

 chocolate vs lemon sauce 

 ice cream vs. warm custard 
 

TOUCH: ‘This is my body.’ Indicate where the body is – FEEL! 

 feathers vs net 

 Velcro vs bubble wrap 

 Sequins vs cotton wool 

 Sand paper vs jelly cube 
The body would involve movements such as rocking, squeezing or patting, etc. 
Hope you enjoyed your sensology session  
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